
 

Discover the ultimate online resources to master any foreign 

language with the Top Language Lovers 2017 

 

(Hamburg, June 9th 2017) bab.la and Lexiophiles are honoured to announce the end of another 

successful edition of the Top Language Lovers. The competition, that aims to find the year’s best 100 

online resources that any polyglot-to-be must have at hand, features language professionals and 

language enthusiasts from every corner of the world who are devoted to sharing their passion for 

foreign tongues in the online world. 

Now let’s meet the champions of TLL 2017! The overall winner this year is Español Automático, which 

tops the ranking with its YouTube podcasts for all those who want to learn Spanish at ease and 

effortlessly, as their motto says. Podcasts are a growing and key method for language learning that 

more and more people are choosing every year and our TLL winner is evidence of this! The runner-up 

is a well-known face to all TLL followers as it is the YouTube channel Learn Dutch with Bart de Pau, 

whose amazing weekly lessons have done well in the ranking this year after having won the last edition. 

In third place is Universe of Memory, a blog run by a polyglot who speaks 9 languages and presents a 

revolutionary learning method based on improving your memory skills.  

“The Top Language Lovers has proved to be once again a key meeting point for language enthusiasts 

worldwide” says Project Manager Mariana Alves. “Everyone can contribute in a way to reveal what 

the best resources for language learning out there are: our engaged participants presenting their 

language platforms and our beloved users with their votes”. 

Have a look at the full ranking to discover tons of other great resources! 

A special tribute must be paid to our amazing sponsors Pimsleur, LingQ and Caseable who are awarding 

the Top 10 contestants with amazing online language courses and customized laptop sleeves.  

We can only thank everyone who has taken part in this new edition of TLL and congratulate all the 

polyglots whose fantastic work keeps inspiring more and more people to learn, love and live languages!  

About bab.la:  
bab.la is an interactive language portal and an online magazine for expats offering bilingual dictionaries, blog 
articles about life abroad, language quizzes, and language games all for free. Currently available for 28 different 
languages (English, Arabic, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, Esperanto, German, Greek, Hindi, 
Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Spanish, 
Swahili, Swedish, Thai, Turkish and Vietnamese), the site operates on a wiki-style model, allowing users to 
contribute content and feedback. bab.la was founded in 2007 and since April 2015 has been part of the Oxford 
Dictionaries family at Oxford University Press. 
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